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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events, use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧ Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Preparation

Preparation

Loie had agreed we could go to the rock art sites in the Parque 
Arqueológico do Vale do Côa in Portugal; a long-contemplated and 
often put-off goal. The sites are along the little Côa River, and the 
town of Vila Nova de Foz Côa is the location of the fantastic new 
museum built for the park. So that’s where we wanted to stay.

“Foz” means mouth in Portuguese; “Vila Nova de Foz Côa” is the 
new town at the mouth of the Côa. Well, “new” in European terms; 
it received its first charter in 1299. The Côa mouth is its confluence 
with the Douro River. That river’s mouth is at the Atlantic Ocean; 
the city there is Porto, where Port wine is blended. The entire valley 
of the Douro has been devoted to vinyards for making Port for cen-
turies. In the last couple of decades, the vintners have been making 
their own wines, and the quintas (more or less, farms, although 
now the term conjures fancy wineries) have become major travel 
destinations. We decided we needed some time in the Douro 
Valley as well, especially when the Cadogan Portugal guidebook 
told us about the Celtic stone boars we might be able to find.

And of course, according to our System For Returning From the 
Countryside*, we wanted a few days in Lisbon.

* We may never have written down our System and the reason for it. I will do 
that now. As you may know, most of our travels are independent roaming around 
the countryside. We rent a car and use it all the time. A long time ago, we were 
returning from one of our first European explorations and had to drop off the 
car at the Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris. It was a nightmare trying to find the 
ridiculously obscure rental-car dropoffs, and then get to our terminal and gate.

So we decided that it was better to drop off the car at the airport, taxi into the 
city, spend a few days in whatever city we had begun from, and have a taxi drop us 
off at our gate in a comfortable time before Return.

And after all, we didn’t mind spending a few days in Paris, or Rome, or…

We began trying to persuade the French Guys Dana and Mike to 
join us, and for a while it seemed they kind of might. 

Years ago I had found the Casa Vermelha, a B&B right in Vila 
Nova de Foz Côa, the town near the rock art we wanted to see. But 
having to rent two rooms there was a bit expensive. So Loie looked 
for two-bedroom apartments and houses in our three destinations.

She easily found us good-looking and convenient places to stay, 
and we were set. Loie had found very good direct f lights from 
Philadelphia.

“OK,” I said, “that sounds good, but Philadelphia is a long drive.”
“Not much longer than Dulles,” said Loie. “ I mapped it.”
“Whatever made you think of going from there?”
“Oh,” said Loie, “I always look for flights from lots of airports, but 

I always avoided PHL because of Mark’s story of the bad parking. 
Then I saw that there’s good private parking all around it, and 
thought that’s what we’d do.”

I hadn’t remembered the story of Mark driving around and 
around the parking lot in the rain, and finally ending up helping 
a lady push her broken-down car out of a space so he could have 
it. And then seeing the car still there when he and the family got 
back from their trip! But Loie had overcome her reluctance to use 
Philadelphia as a departure point by booking space in a private lot 
before-hand.

Sadly, eventually the French Guys had to bow out: work and 
other previous engagements just couldn’t be shuffled.

That was a disappointment, but we were of course eager to go 
ourselves, and everything was arranged. Until disaster struck.

Our trip was planned for October, so in late August I began 
booking our tours to the rock art sites. These are not places one 
can go on one’s own. They are—if perhaps perfunctorily—guarded 

http://www.arte-coa.pt/index.php?Language=en
http://www.arte-coa.pt/index.php?Language=en
http://www.casavermelha.com/engine.php?cat=2
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against unlicensed access. They also require 4-wheel-drive vehicles 
and an actual knowledge of the little tiny roads/lanes to find. That 
was OK by me, because we’ve also found over decades of exploring 
that sometimes, it’s better to be lead around by a knowledgable 
guide than to try to do it on your own

I had thought the museum had a page for signing up for tours. 
That turned out not to be true, but I followed their system and 
emailed them on August 28…
De: bucky@luckypro.biz [mailto:bucky@luckypro.biz] 
Enviada: domingo, 28 de Agosto de 2016 22:05
Para: Fozcoa Visits
Cc: Dolores Maminski
Assunto: Visits to Rock Art Sites
 Dear Friends,
 Loie and I will be in Foz Côa on the following days: Wednesday, 
October 5, Thursday, October 6, Friday, October 7 and Saturday, 
October 8. We are excited, and hoping for good weather!
 We wish to visit all three Rock Art sites, and also have a Nocturnal 
Visit.
 1. Are English-language tours available on those dates?
 2. How far in advance do we need to book? Will the visits be busy at 
that time of year?
 Any advice you can give will be greatly appreciated.

[Also included a translation into Portuguese of the above]
Yours truly,
Bucky Edgett 

On September 2nd the  I received the following…
Subject: Reservation for the Canada do Inferno and Penascosa  rock 
art sites
02 people for 6 of October 2016
Dear Madam : Bucky Edgett
The Côa Park Foundation will be delighted to organize your visit to the 

Côa Valley rock art sites.
 The visits are accompanied by one of our guides aboard one of our 
jeeps. Each jeep has a maximum capacity of 8 people
 Since there can be no delay in the departure of the jeeps, visitors 
should arrive 15 minutes before at the following departure locations 
and hours.
 Day of visit: 06/10/2016
Rock art site to visit: Canada do Inferno (implies a 1 km walk in rough 
terrain).
Departure location: Museum, located in Vila Nova de Foz Côa (Rua Do 
Museu, 5150-610; Vila Nova de Foz Côa)
Time of arrival: 9:30
Duration of the visit: Approximately 2h00.
Total number of visitants: 02
 Day of visit: 06/10/2016
Rock art site to visit: Penascosa (implies a 200 m walk).
Departure location: PAVC Reception Centre, located in the village of 
Castelo Melhor (14 kms from Vila Nova de Foz Côa, direction Figueira 
de Castelo Rodrigo/Almeida/Vilar Formoso).
Time of arrival: 15;30
Duration of the visit: Approximately 1h30.
Total number of visitants:02
The price of the visit is 10€, per person and per site.

[Immense amount of poohbah about the conditions of the tours 
excised]

Best regards 
António Jerónimo
The Côa Park Foundation

It’s probably not immediately apparent from reading that, 
but, the basic proposition is that while I had asked for four tours, 
Antonio had proposed signing us up for two. Emails went back and 
forth. On September the 8th, I received…
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I´m very sorry to inform that is impossible to book for the Penascosa 
night tour and Ribeira dos piscos site in this dates.
In October we do not realize visits in the night.
You can book with private companies for this to sites, the telephone 
numbers are…

There was nothing on the museum’s web site stating that the 
Nocturnal Tours weren’t available in October. I went back and forth 
for a while, but couldn’t book the four tours we wanted during our 
dates. I was in a panic, verging on a stroke. The trip I had hoped 
for so long was going down the tubes, the museum was failing me, 
they didn’t care, there was nothing I could do. It was a disaster.

Loie said, “It will work out. I have a feeling this is going to be a 
wonderful trip. You’ll work it out.”

After a lot of deep breaths, I began corresponding with a couple 
of the Private Tour Operators.
September 12, 2016
Dear Bucky,
Thank you for your contact.
I am very sorry,  but I don t have any availability to guide you on those 
dates.
Maybe you can find a solution with some other guide.
One of my references is Angela, she is a wonderful guide and you can 
contact her trough her facebook:
https://pt-pt.facebook.com/trilhosdopassado/
As for the archaeological tour in Freixo de Numão, you can contact 
directly the association that take care of this heritage.
They have also people that can guide you on the circuit.
You can find there contact here:
http://www.acdrfreixodenumao.pt/index.php/informacoes-uteis/
contatos
Please, let me know if I can help you in any other way.
Again, I very sorry.

Best regards,
Bárbara

Angela Junqueiro at Trilhos do Passado was one of the guides 
recommended by the museum. I had looked at her Facebook page 
and been less than impressed by its lack of information about the 
services she could provide. That was true of most of the names the 
museum provided, so I just started in list order. Barbara recom-
mended Angela, so I emailed her.
September 13, 2016
Good morning.
Thank you for your contact. 
Unfortunately night/evening tours are not part of our regular tours to 
the rock art sites.
However, it will be a pleasure to propose a guided tour for 2 people 
(?) on October 5th-Wednesday to the  Canada do Inferno rock art site 
(in the morning) and to the Penascosa rock art site (in the afternoon). 
The next morning, October the 6th-Thursday- to the Ribeira de Piscos 
rock art site.

OK, at least we could have all three tours within our dates! With 
a little bit of backing and forthing, I even managed to persuade Ms. 
Junqueiro to take us on a Nocturnal Visit. Angela was responsive, 
seemed very considerate, and I felt a very great weight was being 
lifted. We could have all three tours. If of course, everything actu-
ally worked. I even left it with the museum that we would take the 
two (now duplicate) tours I had managed to book, just in case.

I never did hear from anyone about tours of the Freixo de 
Numão Archaeological Circuit. But at that point, it was just too 
much to worry about. I was all worried out.

We were on our—hopeful—way.
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Day 1: Monday, October 3—Departure

Day 1: Monday, October 3—Departure
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Day 2: Tuesday, October 4—Arrival; Lisbon to Vila Nova de Foz Coa

Day 2: Tuesday, October 4—Arrival; Lisbon to Vila Nova de Foz Coa

Sunset, time for supper.















Even the street lights were rock art. The large image 
is the light in our travessa (alley). The others were 
just up and down the streets. There may have been 
examples we didn’t photograph; most of the images 
were repeated on different lights.
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Day 3: Wednesday, October 5—Rock art Tours Begin; Canada do Inferno, Penascosa,  
Penascosa Nocturnal Visit

Day 3: Wednesday, October 5—Rock art Tours Begin; Canada do Inferno, Penascosa, Penascosa Nocturnal 
Visit

Canada do Inferno: Canyon of the Inferno, Hell’s Canyon.



Off for coffee and breakfast. “Seven” something.









Our tour guide Angela.











Looking downriver at the coffer dam left over from the halted construction.





A stone about seven feet tall/



An auroch’s (ancient bull’s) head center left. Other indistinct animals to its right.







Angela with carvings done by a grain mill worker in the 1700’s.





Some very faint scratchings!



A horse’s head, about 18 inches wide.





Elongated mystery animal.





Our special interest: abstract symbols. Or doodles!
























Angela picking wild berries for us to taste.





Angela found us this place for lunch in Foz Côa. We never would have found it ourselves.






On to the site Penascosa. With a stop at the chapel of Saint Gabriel for a view.












Something like: The one of those who pass by reminds us 
of what we are suffering. 

Along the lines of Don’t pass this picture without 
thinking about it.



And indeed some few have made their thoughtful offering.







On the horizon, smoke rises from a wildfire.





Some vinyards had windy rows of vines.



The quinta (winery) across the river is huge.






A dam just a bit downriver on the Douro makes water back up the Côa to about here.



At the Penascosa site, a Roman road.














The Roman and a medieval road.





















An “animated” panel. Wait for the Nocturnal Visit for a better view.


















The putative fish.










Goats have cute little tails.
















Some of the carvings are being obscured by these rust crystals.

























Looking for a reindeer.







After supper, back at Penascosa. Here’s the animated panel.
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Day 4: Thursday, October 6—Côa Museum; Canada do Inferno, Museum lunch, Penascosa;  
Rua dos Namorados; Intermarché with sheep; terrace supper

Day 4: Thursday, October 6—Côa Museum; Canada do Inferno, Museum lunch, Penascosa;  
Rua dos Namorados; Intermarché with sheep; terrace supper

“Rua dos Namorados:” Lover’s Lane
Today, we were returning to two sites just to make sure 

we were having a complete immersion experience. Instead of 
having our Little Mother Angela pick us up in town, we had 
to drive first to the Museum and then to the visitor center in 
Castelho Melhor to meet our tour guide.





Bright and early at the Museu da Fundação do Côa.



Bright and early at the Museu da Fundação do Côa.












































The little goat or sheep in the center of this photo is a flurry of scratched lines, about eight inches tall. (See next pages.)





There are a lot more scratches than I colored, but we 
hope you get the idea.



A v-shaped abstraction/doodle.


























The main entrance to the museum of the park, facing west, away from the river.







Looking back down.









Exit Through the Gift Shop, of course.



Today, we had to drive ourselves to the visitor center in 
Castel Melhor for our second tour. The Saint Gabriel 
chapel was perched in the distance.















The medieval Castel overlooks the town.



Modern rock art next to where Loie was sitting.









Back at Penascosa on a sunny day.
































The “animated” panel in the sun.












The fish in bright sun.






















The gazing-across-the-river goat in bright sun.















In the distance, the chapel of Saint Gabriel, and closer, a white pombal: a traditional old dovecote.



At the oddball Rua dos Namorados: Lover’s Lane.



















Eventually the carved stones gave out, but the wall was still pretty.



After grocery shopping that included local sheep’s milk cheeses, lo and behold…













The local cheese we bought at the Intermarché. Angela had pointed out the farm as we drove through Castelho Melhor.



Alfresco supper on our terrace.
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Day 5: Friday, October 7—Ribeira de Piscos; Museum lunch and the museum

Day 5: Friday, October 7—Ribeira de Piscos; Museum lunch and the museum; laundry mixup (?)




















A “modern” petroglyph. Someone 
had been to Japan and seen 
samurai.





























My photo didn’t catch the whole figure. We did see it, 
though, in all its glory.

Some of the tracing of it gets a bit problematical: there 
are other figures, and which lines go with which isn’t 
entirely clear to me.












Eagles over the cliff. Golden eagles?













Modernish grafitti. A priest’s name.






















We took our new tour friends to the museum, where we all had lunch.











I took this picture because I was beginning to understand how Mr. right-most felt.








Illustrations of things we weren’t going to see.





Modern pecking and scratching. This shows how 
brilliant the ancient work would have been before it got 
patinated to be the same color as the rock face.

We don’t know how long that would have taken: years, 
millennia?







This replica has an important point to make.
On the right you can see a gauge marked 

in years. At its top, the line has little tufts of 
grass. When this petroglyph panel was first 
discovered, it was buried up to the grass-line 
level. The archeologists saw right away that 
the carvings went down under the ground—
other stones had been partially buried over 
the thousands of years—and they began to 
excavate it.

Luckily, they found all kinds of datable 
organic material, including a fire pit. So the 
gauge is marked with the approximate dates 
for the gradually accumulating soil levels. 
Neato.

The important point is that this evidence, 
carefully professionally acquired and ana-
lyzed, proves these carvings are truly Stone 
Age.
























This is the panel we would have most liked 
to have be able to include after the other sites.

The abstract patterns are fascinating 
glimpses into the beginnings (?) of modern 
communications.

Or maybe just doodles.











Back home, visiting the Manueline Gothic church on the square near our apartment.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manueline
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Day 6: Saturday, October 8—Laundry; Archaeological Circuit of Freixo Numão; Petiscaria 
Preguiça Supper

Day 6: Saturday, October 8—Laundry; Trilhos do Passado goodbye (no pictures); Archaeological Circuit of 
Freixo de Numão; Petiscaria Preguiça supper

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g1379167-
d7603654-Reviews-Igreja_Matriz_de_Vila_Nova_de_Foz_
Coa-Vila_Nova_de_Foz_Coa_Guarda_District_Centr.html

LuizDutraNeto says:
Travelling in Northern Portugal, on your way to the pre-

historic rock-art open-air paleolithic sites of the Côa River 
Valley and to its fantastic “Museu do Côa”, you’ll certainly 
pass by “Vila Nova de Foz Côa”. This is one of the oldest 
Portuguese towns, dating as far back as 1299 AD, when King 
D. Dinis signed its first charter letter (“Carta Foral”, in the 
Portuguese language). And there, in this charming small 
town, full of history and legends, you’ll find a precious church: 

“Igreja Matriz de Vila Nova de Foz Côa”. Its construction was 
ordered by King D. Manuel I, around the beginning of the 
16th century, honoring “Our Lady of Compassion” (“Nossa 
Senhora do Pranto”). Its façade is composed by gothic and 
manueline caractheristics, clearly ref lecting the influence 
of the French, Italian and Spanish artists that worked in its 
construction. Above it, an exquisite bell tower of Spanish 
inspiration will catch your attention - three bells and four 
renaissance figures sculpted between the bells’ windows. 
Inside, at the main altar, richly adorned with golden engrav-
ings, check the fantastic sculpture of a “Pietá” representing 

“Our Lady of Compassion”, and the nine extraordinary paint-
ings by Portuguese artist António Leitão, picturing Jesus 
Christs’s Passion. Outside the church, at the the town’s main 
square (“Praça do Município”), visit the manueline granite 
pillory, the statue of King. D. Dinis and the barroc building 
that houses the City Council. The “Igreja Matriz de Vila Nova 

de Foz Côa” has been appointed, in 1910, due to its historical 
importance and beauty, a Portuguese National Monument. 
An excellent reason to visit it. Enjoy!









Waiting in the pastelaria (café) for Angela to open her shop so we can say goodbye. But we took no pictures!



Last minute postcard shopping.










Finding the Casa Grande museum in Freixo de Numão.





Roman and medieval remains. We didn’t bother to try to identify them in detail.









Loie made a find: our first berrão.
Museum attendant Paulo told us of Emperor 

Constantine’s gold-coin-stuffed sacrif icia l  pig. 
Supposedly medieval belief in it spurred the breaking of 
the berrões: to look for gold. Hmmm.















































Off to ancient sites. 











We didn’t walk far enough to find ruins or a mill.









Was this a cart-wheel rut?















“King’s Seat.”






















The sweet wine winery was closed.



Unfortunately, no lunch available. Loie agreed to press on to Prazo.












Looking for the entrance into Prazo. This was the wrong path, but gave a good view.



Abandoned and vandalized.







Back up the hillside to the proper entrance.


















Loie found the prehistoric menhir.













































Paleo-Christian church.



Roman ruins.



Pre-historic site.





















Graves in the ancient church.



















The level to which the foundations had been buried by the centuries.



19th century oven for drying figs. On its left, the Roman villa.
























Prehistoric site.
































Somewhere on the drive home.



Back in Foz Côa.





Today, a more thorough visit to our church.

















This is not an optical illusion. The pillars are bending!







A few of the “… extraordinary paintings by Portuguese artist António Leitão, picturing Jesus Christ’s Passion.”











































Foz Coa’s pelhourinho, pillory. 
There seems to be some confusion 
about the early uses, if any, of 
these ubiquitous monuments.

They may or may not have been 
used as some kind of pillory: “a 
wooden framework with holes 
for the head and hands, in which 
an offender was imprisoned and 
exposed to public abuse.” Or tied 
to early versions of these things, or 
something.

By the time these elaborate 
ones were being made, they were 
decorative symbols of local legal 
administration.
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